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> Gard:
Essential that underwriters
get complete information
This page

Insurers consider theArctic a
high risk area and demand
detailed information before they
will agree to cover. Owners and
operators should be aware of the
time needed.
“The first enquiry from the

client or broker often provides
too limited information, which is
a disadvantage for both insured
and insurer,” explained Reidun
Eikeland Haahjem, senior
underwriter for Norwegian P&I

insurer Gard. “It is important to
note that underwriters do not
have to release any quotes for any
voyage before they have received
enough information and have
assessed the risk properly,” she
said, adding that while the
underwriter is aware of potential
risk, he/she will not know if
these are relevant to the planned
voyage or whatmeasures the
owners have imposed to reduce
them. “Withholding information
may increase the price or
deductible asked,” she warned.
Arctic waters constitute an

‘excluded area’ under amarine
insurance policy’s trading limits
(also known as: institute
warranty limits), so to allow a
breach of these limits

underwriters typically require
that certain conditions aremet.
They also charge shipowners an
additional premium and raise
policy deductibles to reflect the
increase in exposure to risk.
Hans Filipsson, deputy area

manager (Gothenburg) for the
Swedish Club told Fairplay the
additional premium could “easily
double” the annual premium for
a single voyage, but Eikeland
Haahjem explained that the
increase would differ according to
the risk associated with a
particular voyage. “A commercial
vessel trading on the Northern
Sea Route (NSR) cannot be
compared with an offshore vessel
close to the North Pole, or a
cruise vessel going to the fjords of

Insurance is a big
expense, so working it
out for Arctic operations
needs extra care, reports
Girija Shettar

Fednav

Tip of the iceberg: Arctic
insurance delves deeper

Relativity: the Arctic is never ‘ice free’
Greenland,” she said.
For P&I insurance there are

normally no trading limits
addressing polar areas risk but
because a voyage outside the
normal trading patternsmay be
considered an alteration of risk,
the P&I Club should be consulted
to avoid disputes in the case of a
claim, advised experts.
SvenGerhard, global marine

head of hull andmarine liabilities
for Allianz said: “You can
probably get any insurance you
want but the client has to ask
him or herself: what are the
benefits this would bringme?”
The insurers Fairplay spoke to

said theywere experiencing an
increased number ofArctic
enquiries. They emphasised the
need towork together to achieve
the best outcome.
Eikeland Haahjem observed

that “significant differences in
views” can arise between the
insured and the insurer with
regards to the amount of
resources that should be used to
ensure the safe voyage. These
resources could avoid an
expensive casualty, but equally
may “take away the profitability
of the voyage for the insured”,
she suggested.
TheArctic is high risk because

of remoteness combined with an
inhospitable environment. The
logistics of obtaining help for
repairs or rescue are complex,
difficult, time consuming and
expensive. Given that resources
such as tugboats are usually far
away “a small incident can
develop into a severe casualty”,
said Eikeland Haahjem.
Passengersmay have towait

days orweeks,maybe in open
lifeboats or even on ice floes
potentially threatened bywaves
that can reach 3mor higher.
So talk of an “ice free” Arctic

should not be taken literally.
While the ice shelf is receding at
what some say are record levels,
experts criticise the frequent
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> Insuring an Arctic voyage
A regular formal safety assessment will have additional questions asked
on top. This is followed by a risk assessment. Questions during this
process will include:

• Facts about the destination:
what are the challenges for
this area and what facilities
are available?

• Risk distribution: owner/
insurer/charterer/others: who
will be paying for ice damages
and its consequences?

• Vessel capability (the ice
class needed for the planned
voyage);

• Strategic voyage plan (does it
make sense and how experi-
enced is the route planner?);

• Fallback options if the

journey is delayed, and
emergency procedures;

• Additional equipment in case
of emergency;

• Pilotage requirements,
weather routing, ports
of refuge;

• How prepared are the
organisation, vessel and crew
to handle any risk?

• How experienced are the crew
in ice and in taking the specific
route planned?

• Icebreaker requirements.
Source: GARD and Allianz
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use of the phrase.
“It is an ambiguous expres-

sion,” said Eikeland Haahjem,
who said that the coastal areas of
Canada andGreenland were
sometimes described as ice free
even while they contained a
significant number of icebergs,
bits of icebergs and growlers.
“With global warming, the
number of icebergs increases and
hitting the extremely hard glacial
ice may be fatal for any vessel,”
she warned.

Thomas Paterson, vice-
president of Canadian tanker
operator Fednav and of the
company’s Arctic shipping
division, Canarctic, told Fairplay:
“People use the term ice-free
whenwhat they really mean is
‘open water’. In the Canadian
sector there is no such thing as
ice free in summer or winter.”
There are plenty of non-ice

risks in theArctic as well, which
include rough and rapidly
changing weather conditions, fog
and twilight blindness. Icing
creates stability issues and blocks
access to equipment, while
extreme cold causes brittling of
steel, non-functioning oils and
breakdown of equipment,
including fire-fighting apparatus.
Incidents that occur in

summer waters include:
grounding (no planned route,
deviation from planned route
combined with poor sea charts,
lack of local knowledge, heavy
fog); holed by ice floes (too high
speed even in good visibility);
loss of communication with
vessel (manyArctic destinations
are outside the Inmarsat
satellites – Iridium communica-
tion and LRIT, winterised for
winter navigation, should be
considered); and propeller/
rudder damage from hitting ice.
Often the best source of safety

is another ship, despite the risk
of collision.
Eikeland Haahjam praised as

“positive for insurance premi-
ums” the Russian initiative of
nuclear-powered icebreakers
pilotingmerchant ship convoys
on the NSR. But she asked how
resources would be split between

the damaged vehicle and the rest
in the case of an incident.
Another priority for insurers is

the shipping company’s prior
experiences, successes and
incident rate.
Filipsson said: “The insurer

must be convinced that the ship
management both ashore and on
board the ship is highly profes-
sional with experience of

trading in ice.” Paterson agreed:
“Our specialists on shore are a
critical link to our ships. The two
sets of people have to be on the
same level when discussing a
problem, should one arise,” he
said. And if a ship gets stuck in
ice, an experienced icemaster is
needed to view the situation
from a plane to decide on the
best course of action.
Fednav’s crew includes a

Canarctic land officemanager
withmore than 30 years’ ice
experience and a naval architect
with 40 years’ experience in ice

ship design. Paterson
himself has 35 years’
ice experience and
confirmed that
Fednav’s 50-plus years
of ice experiencemade
it easier to obtain
insurance.
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“With global
warming, the
number of
icebergs
increases and
hitting the
extremely
hard glacial
ice may be
fatal for any
vessel”
Reidun Eikeland Haahjem,
senior underwriter, Gard

Fednav


